TIKRI DRIVE – A WAY TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE SOCIETY

The day was well planned and all the students from different courses were all set
to leave and encounter a joy of spreading knowledge and gaining a wonderful
experience of learning something new.

When we work together in love and unity we can expect heaven’s help!
Under the guidance of Dr. Ashima Bhatnagar and Ms. Tripti Tiwari students were
directed with the day’s plenary and the required decorum. All the students were
already divided in the group of 4-5 students who were well prepared to share their
knowledge on some of the topics like; modern agricultural technology, use of
organic seeds and pesticides, irrigation skills and women sanitation. The core
reason behind this visit was to build a connection with the village’s residents and
share the necessary knowledge which needs to be implemented in daily routine.
It was not only limited to sharing of knowledge rather the initiative was taken to
adopt the respective village.
The contribution made by the Dramatics Society of college was the limelight of
the whole event. Their benefaction made the whole event lively and full of
enthusiasm. The Sarpanch (of village) along with his team mates and several
residents were our audience for the day. Students along with the respective faculty

members got an opportunity to interact with people and create a bond of mutual
respect.

The day was filled with lot of interactions and it gave all the students a new
learning experience. All the people over there who specially came at our request
were highly impressed and appreciated our efforts. They presented a token of
love and respect to the teachers-in-charge and refreshment for all the students.

Hard work and efforts made for the betterment of the society always pays. The
day not only provided us with an opportunity to know each other better but in
addition to this it motivated us to be a man of dignity and respect. The planned
day inspired us to contribute every possible bit of time and effort for the society
and aspired us to respect each other’s cultural norms and values.

With the ending note, the entire team would like to thank the college, our
respective teachers and the seniors for taking this wonderful initiative of serving
the man kind and providing the students with such a beautiful opportunity filled
with mix if emotions and learnings.
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